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by Allan Fish, I vividly remember my first Film Guide. This was the 6th edition of Halliwell's, circa 1987. Harold Lloyd was on the cover, his hands coming out in front of him to stop this flying beam in his classic short film Never Weaken. My knowledge of this guide, at the age of fifteen at the end of 1988, came less than 12 months before the untimely death of Leslie Halliwell in her 60th year in early 1989. He
had spent more than two decades updating the Companion of the Cinephile and, most recently, from the mid-1970s, the Halliwell Film Guide. The third reference book he wrote, the Television Companion died with him, the last edition was released in 1986, and much of this work had, in the immediate years immediately before, been done by Philip Purser. In addition, Britain in 1989 was the cusp of satellite
television, Sky and BSB before they merged, and the time when cable television really began to come into its own in the United States. In short, this book was no longer passable. The Guide and Companion continued, however, and under the auspices of John Walker, the Guide maintained its former glories, and gelled the prejudices — not without just reason - that modern films were screened in the Guide
(on Halliwell's death in 1989, no film since Bonnie and Clyde in 1967 had the highest rating). Both books entered the new millennium more valuable and exhaustively studied than they had ever been, but then, but a year or two ago the decision was made - who by, who knows? to replace Walker with David Gritten. I am not one to make conspiracy theories, but if you consider that the book was published by
Harper Collins, well known as part of the Rupert Murdoch empire, then you have to have serious suspicions about the reasons for the change. These were confirmed last year when the first edition of Gritten found its way - belatedly compared to other years - on the shelves. The nicest thing you can say is that it was disappointing. The cherished italic system for the strong contributions of the cast and crew
was ignored, and Gritten's introduction was essentially an admission to throw away all the things that made Halliwell so loved in the first place. Rather than the average of several hundred additions, less than 30% of what was added, including no entries for old classics rediscovered on DVD. When you read the additions, it felt like someone was watching an old horror movie and hearing the fatal words
we're going to split up, and I'm going to search the cellar. The feeling of impending unhappiness, knowingly looking at someone on screen and thinking out loud you're screwed. The book was written as if it were deliberately attempt to reduce the reputation to ashes so that the whole thing would need rewriting for future editions. What they needed, perhaps, was an excuse not to pay Walker or anyone
involved in previous royalty versions, or to give them time over the next few years to rewrite the work of previous writers, who knows? In any event, in the run-up to the release of the new book in the week or so I was expecting this kind of act of butchery never seen since Saucy Jack (or was it Laird Cregar?) entered 13 Miller's Court in the early hours on a cold November/morning night in 1888 and ensured
the next day Lord Mayor's Parade would have no place in the spotlight on the front pages of the newspapers. I'm sorry to say that my fears have been visited a hundred times. A good thing first - Gritten was through and added a lot of italics after last year's reviews, and that, to be fair, had to be done. However, attaching Leslie Halliwell's name - and the image in the pages - to a book as Gritten gave us - a
book for the Cliff's Notes generation - is sacrilege. This is The Movies That Matter, the cover tells us, then reduces the content from 24,000 to less than 3,000 and seems to select those kept at random and puts several movies starting with The back in the T section of the book, leaving the rest where they should be. The introduction tells us that it needed to reduce because readers had complained about
the size of the text. Well, maybe, but no more than with other references tomes. The print in Encyclopaedia Brittanica was hardly Times New Roman 12 the last time I looked. No, this whole introductory smokescreen can be interpreted as an excuse for the wholesale slaughter that followed. He proceeds to ignore silent films and former aliens almost completely. Why have The Passion of Joan of Arc,
Sansho Dayu or Beauty and the Beast when you can have, oh, Cliffhanger, Bill and Ted and Green Card, and let's release one of those pesky Lord of the Rings movies that we need to have room for every Naked Gun movie. Then there are the old imperishable classics of yesteryear totally removed from the book so Gritten could accommodate essentials such as Dark Man and Broken Arrow. So it's so long
to pieces that Gritten feels superfluous to anyone's needs like, and I'll stick the 1930s alone, Leslie Halliwell's favorite decade, and the one who is interviewed on our site this month... The Old Dark House, Morocco, David Copperfield, Wuthering Heights, Mutinerie on the Bounty, Rembrandt, A Nous la Liberte, Monkey Business, The Sign of the Cross, Red Dust, The Mysteryt of the Wax Museum, My Man
Godfrey, The Awful Truth, Oh Mr Porter, A Star is Born (the obviously useless remake of 1954 was abandoned, too), Holiday, Le Jour gets up, Le Quai des Brumes, Love Affair... you have the idea. Oh, and some research, Mr. Gritten. If the book is so preoccupied with the memory of Leslie Halliwell and what he would have liked - suppresses laughter - why, pray, have you thrown out of the book three of
Leslie Halliwell's ten favorite films as quoted in the back of its 5th edition in 1985? Trouble in Paradise (2nd), Le Million (4th) and Lost Horizon (6th), including even wrote a sequel, such was his love of history. Mr. Gritten declares in his play on Halliwell, designed to reassure his regulars knowing full well the book is is insult to him, that it is the only film guide that has so many titles from that distant era.
Correction, Mr. Gritten, was... you and your men harper pin hatchet recorded them at the ashcan. Now I think you'll find that any other guide would beat hands down. And if that's not all enough to make a nausea, guide from last year and those before it is priced at about 22 pounds. It was for a guide with 24,000 comments. We are now expected to pay £19 for a guide with less than 3,000 comments (an
almost literal act of decimation), and most of them worthless pap type. One might as well write on the cover in bold letters, we are only in this for the money! So, is this an act of gross indifference, arrogance, or just stupidity, I'll give you a choice. In any case, you can't delete the images of HarperCollins and gritten leaders sneering in their offices like Gene Wilder and Zero Mostel to the joy of the butchery
work they did. Unlike The Producers, however, I don't predict an unexpected success for their Spring for Hitler, expect perhaps among the cinema started with George Lucas' book brigade was written for those who don't dig subtitled films. Thus, The name Leslie Halliwell finally left the shelves of popular opinion, to be replaced in all but the name by Gritten. Yet his is not the only guide to lose some of its
details in the past year or two. Perhaps sensing the disappearance of the Halliwell, the Time Out Guide - still superb in the magazines themselves - removed many of the features that made previous editions so special, from the detailed annual obituary to menus of the genre and country and various others in addition. Even entries to the Cannes Film Festival, once included in the main text of the guide, due
to the release date to get an extra purchase time before Christmas, are now listed as an appendix, but rather at the front of the book; Recalling thus how the Guinness Book of Records was always obsolete as soon as it hit the stores that the Olympics every four years required a Stop Press. The Maltin Guide, meanwhile, this confident implementation of the American mainstream, home to the closing-sitting
review - of course continues on its joyful way, a little tedious, catering for people on their American sofas who love their Disney and the complications of hate, thinking Taxi Driver really deserves - but the execrable Hidalgo, the disaster casanova 2005 (that some people obviously cursed too literally for the poor love Heath Ledger after seeing - they should have stuck to the David Tennant BBC version, more
irrevercing and twice the pleasure) are '1/2. Sometimes, one is tempted to send maltin an email and ask ,Is the default note set to '1/2' to give examiners one less thing to think about? This leaves the VideoHound Guide (practical, but more necessary as it was in the age of internet infiltration) and the Radio Times Guide. The latter is improving more and more in terms of its detail and scope, but at the same
time, one is surprised at the Inability of the Guide to see certain things as they are. Indiana Jones 4 (I prefer this title in search of the Crystal Bus-Pass) gets 'and The Dark Knight' only. They were watching the same movies as me? At least it shows how up-to-date the guide is, it even has Eastwood Changeling in there (and by all accounts the over-essur the terrible). All of this brings us back to the problem
at hand. Do we need printed guides in the age of cyberspace? I think we do, and these old books, like the old Halliwell and the superb encyclopedic works of Ephraim Katz and the idiosyncratic works of David Thomson, should be continued ad infinitum in the same way as Taschen art and tomes architecture and Grove's Opera Guide. My advice, for those looking for a guide among the melee, is at home
either on the Time Out or Radio Times Guide. Yet they lack in an essential detail about the old Halliwell, in the sense that they are written by many people, the sense of uniformity has disappeared. Halliwell was the last of the Guides written by one man, and his inevitable death is to mourn. I can really say that, more than any other author, Halliwell attracted me to old movies in the first place. With the likes of
David Thomson and Dilys Powell, he helped shape my own writing style, for what it is. The death of the Guide for such a lower replacement is a sad day. After twenty years of buying each edition, this edition will almost certainly be the last. Unless someone can do the kind of resurrection work on the old text of Halliwell and Walker, continue in their minds, settle the rights issues that could and surely lead to
this act of mutilation, and persuade a reasonable publisher to bring it back... Previous...
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